MESSAGE OF PEACE AND GOODWILL BY THE YOUNG PEOPLE OF WALES TO
THE YOUNG PEOPLE OF THE WORLD 2015

Goodbye deaf politicians, greedy landlords, and empty pockets. Goodbye old weary world, as
we tread towards the tomorrow of our horizons. Tomorrow; when our pockets will be full,
when the land will be ours, and when we will govern.

But today, on our Mimosa, with courage in our actions, we have a long journey ahead and
face many a challenge. We shall confront illness, in the eye of the storm, we shall share the
burden on the big blue sea.

As we face our fears, will we change our face and see a stranger in the mirror of the new
land? As we set foot on the sand and breathe the new air, will we remember our dream in the
face of adversity? Will we see natives as we see ourselves? Will we offer a handshake full of
hope? Will we claim our freedom without taking the freedom of others? Will we build houses
that offer shelter to the homeless? Will we share the harvests of our fertile lands? Can we
live together and respect each other?

With the Wales of our yesterdays in our hearts, today we imagine a new Wales in our
thoughts, and we will build her better tomorrow.
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